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VII. CONCLUSION

The application of the proportional medium theory to
radial media produces a wealth of subtle unexpected
phenomena, which run from the possibility of "leaky
modes, " even for zero partial wave number, to a splitting of the guided modes, that is found to be stable with
increasing frequency, and to the existence of modes for
which the effective radial medium is entirely negative!
If we consider the unusual features of the proportional
medium equation, these results may not be so surprising. In any case, it would be very hard to pursue this
research with confidence if it were not possible to ballast
it with two main guidelines: (1) the proportional medium equation is exact for a conceivable medium. (2) The
conformity of the behavior of all the solutions at the re-
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The uniform approximation derived in Sec. V is found
to dive through the singularity in exactly the right way.
It follows that for high frequencies at least the qualitative features, of the theory here enumerated, are correct. Nonetheless the results obtained are sufficiently
important to warrant further careful verification, based
on direct numerical integration of the proportional medium equation or even of the coupled equations from
which it is derived.
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Propagation of partially polarized light through anisotropic media with
or without depolarization: A differential 4 X 4 matrix calculus
R. M. A. Azzam
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and Electrical Materials Laboratory, College of Engineering, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588
(Received 4 April 1977)
We extend the scope of the Mueller calculus to parallel that established by Jones for his calculus. We find
that the Stokes vector S of a light beam that propagates through a linear depolarizing anisotropic medium
obeys the first-order linear differential equation dS/dz = mS, where z is the distance traveled along the
direction of propagation and m is a 4 X 4 real matrix that summarizes the optical properties of the medium
which influence the Stokes vector. We determine the differential matrix m for eight basic types of optical
behavior, find its form for the most general anisotropic nondepolarizing medium, and determine its
relationship to the complex 2 X 2 differential Jones matrix. We solve the Stokes-vector differential equation
for light propagation in homogeneous nondepolarizating media with arbitrary absorptive and refractive
anisotropy. In the process, we solve the differential-matrix and Mueller-matrix eigenvalue equations. To
illustrate the case of inhomogeneous anisotropic media, we consider the propagation of partially polarized
light along the helical axis of a cholesteric or twisted-nematic liquid crystal. As an example of depolarizing
media, we consider light propagation through a medium that tends to equalize the preference of the state of
polarization to the right and left circular states.

1. INTRODUCTION

The state of polarization of a light beam changes continuously as it propagates through an optically anisotropic medium. When the light beam is totally polarized and
the medium is linear and nondepolarizing, the evolution
of the state of polarization along the direction of propa1756
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gation can be described by the simple linear first-order
differential equation'dE/dz=NE, where E is the 2x1.
Jones vector of the beam, z is the distance traveled
along the direction of propagation,

and N is a 2x2 com-

plex matrix that describes the optical properties of the
medium. 2 However, this description becomes inapplicable when the beam is partially polarized or when the
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medium is depolarizing. We deal in this paper with this
more general case. We find in Sec. II that for partially
polarized light propagating in a linear medium that may
exhibit depolarization, the state of polarization is governed by another linear first-order differential equation
d S/dz =mS, where S is the 4 x 1 Stokes vector of the

beam3 (whose elements are the four Stokes parameters
So, S,, S2 , and S3), z is the distance traveled

along the

direction of propagation, and m is a 4X4 real matrix
that summarizes the optical properties of the medium.
In Sec. III we determine the matrix m for different anisotropic media and also find its relationship to the 2 x 2
Jones matrix N. In Sec. IV we solve the Stokes-vector
differential equation for homogeneous nondepolarizing
media with arbitrary absorptive and refractive anisotropy. In Sec. V we deal with the case of inhomogeneous
anisotropic media and take the classic problem of light
propagation along the helical axis of a cholesteric or
twisted-nematic liquid crystal as an example. The propagation of light through depolarizing media is illustrated
in Sec. VI by a simple example.

Section VII contains

some concluding remarks on this paper.
11. THE STOKES-VECTOR DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION

homogeneous

(along the x and y axes), but

that it is possibly longitudinally inhomogeneous (along
the z axis). We characterize the beam by its Stokes
vector S(z) which varies along the direction of propagation z because of the anisotropic and depolarization properties of the medium. The Stokes vectors at z and z
+.z are interrelated by
S(z+Az)=MZ,AZS(z),

(1)

where M2,,a is the Mueller matrix of a thin slab of th

medium located at the coordinate z and of incrementthickness

ie

Az (the slab bounded at z and z+Az by two

from both sides of Eq. (1):

(2)

S(z +zAz)- S(z) = (M, , - I) S(z),

where I is the 4 x 4 identity matrix. If we divide both
sides of Eq. (2) by Az and take the limit as Az-0, w'e
obtain 4

dS/dz=mS,

(3)

Partially

polarizm ed

light is assumed to propag:ate
along the z axis of an xyz

z

I
I

I
I

S (Z)
1757

S (Z + Az)

r
AZ-O

AZ
Az

(4)

Equation (3) is the desired first-order linear differential equation in the Stokes vector S. The 4 x4 matrix
m that appears in Eq. (3) and which is defined by Eq.
(4) summarizes the optical properties of the medium
that influence the intensity and state of polarization of
the beam. m may be called the differential propagation
matrix of the medium in the Stokes vector-Mueller matrix formulation, but we will simply refer to it as the
differential matrix in this paper.
Equation (3) is equivalent to four simultaneous firstorder linear differential equations in the four Stokes
parameters

S0 , S1 , S2, and

S3.

Many of the mathematical

tools presently available for the solution of such a set
of equations can be brought to bear on the problem of

propagation of partially polarized light through anisotropic media. This will be illustrated in Secs. IV and V
by specific examples. In general, the solution of Eq.
(3) gives a Stokes vector that is a function of z:
(5)

Cartesian coordinate syste m
in an anisotropic medium tthat
may exhibit depolarization.
S(z) and S(z + Az) are the Sto kes

vectors of the beam at two
transverse planes located at
z and z +Az, respectively.
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The first Stokes parameter SO(z)describes the total intensity of the light beam as a function of the distance z
traveled in the medium. If the remaining three Stokes
parameters are divided by So(z), the resulting normal-

ized parameters
Sl(z) =

(z)/So(z)

,

S2(Z) = S2 (z)/SO(z)

,

(6a)

S3(Z) = S 3 (Z)/S 0 (Z),

can be considered as the components of a three-dimensional vector
(6b)

S = [S1, S2, S3]

that specifies the state of polarization of the beam completely. 3 The length of the vector s,
|l=

planes perpendicular to the z axis). We subtract S(z

FIG. 1.

M=

SW = ISO(Z), SI WI S2(Z), S3(Z)l -

Consider the propagation of a light beam along the z
axis of an xyz Cartesian right-handed coordinate system
in a linear optically anisotropic medium that may exhibit
depolarization (Fig. 1). We assume that the medium is
transversally

where

(7)

(sl2+ S2+S23)1/2 ,

gives the degree of polarization of the beam. The angle
between the vector s and the S3 axis, of an S1 S2 S3 Cartesian coordinate system, is (27- 2E), while the angle
between the plane of s and the S3 axis and the S1 S3 coordinate plane is 20, where 0 and E are the azimuth and
ellipticity angle of the polarization ellipse of the totally
polarized component of the beam (Fig. 2). The locus
of the end point of s is a three-dimensional curve C that
provides an interesting graphical representation of the
evolution of the state of polarization of the beam as it
propagates through the anisotropic medium. Such a
curve has to be confined inside or on the surface of the
sphere of unit radius centered at the origin, the Poincare sphere, because the degree of polarization of the
beam cannot exceed one. Notice that if the vector s is
radially extended to intersect the unit sphere, the locus
of the point of intersection gives the evolution of the polarization ellipse of the totally polarized component of
the beam in the familiar Poincar6-sphere representation. 3 A subsequent stereographic projection onto a
R. M. A. Azzam
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Equations (11) and (12) relate the differential matrix m,
describing the intensive properties of (a thin slab of) the
medium, to the Mueller matrix M,, describing the extensive properties of (a thick slab of) the same medium.6
Equation (12) may be considered as an alternative defi-

PS

nition of m.
If we post- and premultiply

both sides of Eq. (4) by the

4 x 4 rotation and counter-rotation (Mueller) matrices
R(0) and R(- 0), respectively, enter these matrices within the field of the limit sign, and use the associative law

-S2

of matrix algebra and the identity R(0)R(- 0) = I, we ob-

tain
R(- 0)mR(0) = lim R(- O)M,. ,R (0) -I

SI

Az-

FIG. 2. The normalized Stokes parameters s1 , s2 , S3
[Eqs. (6a)] constitute the components of a vector s that repre-

sents the state of polarization of partially polarized light completely.

I s I gives the degree of polarization of the beam while
the angular spherical coordinates (27r- 2) and 20 determine
the ellipticity angle E and azimuth 0 of the polarization ellipse
of the totally polarized component of the beam. The trajectory C of the endpoint of s gives an interesting graphical repre-

sentation of the evolution of the state of polarization as light
propagates through an anisotropic medium. The unit sphere

plane tangent to the sphere gives still another representation of the ellipse of polarization. The latter can be
considered as a generalization of the complex-plane trajectorites that describe the propagation of totally polarized light in anisotropic nondepolarizing media discussed
2,5

Ill. THE DIFFERENTIAL

MATRIX m-

A. General properties
With reference to Fig. 1, let Me be the Mueller matrix of the slab of the medium bounded by the xy plane
and the plane parallel to it a distance z away along the

direction of propagation. The Stokes vector S(z) at z is
equal to Me times the initial Stokes vector S(0) at z = 0:
S(z) = MS(0) .

(8)

Equation (8) is the form that the general solution of Eq.
(3) must take subject to the initial condition S =S(0) at
z = 0, from which it is concluded that MO= I identically.
By differentiation of Eq. (8) we get

dS(z)/dz =(dM,/dz)S(O) .

(9)

Subsequent substitution of dS/ldz from Eq. (3) into Eq.
(9) gives

mS(z) = (dM,/dz)S(0),

or
mMS(O) = (dM,/dz)S(O),

if Eq. (8) is used.

(10)

Finally if we drop S(0) from Eq.

(10), we obtain
dMg/dz

= mM,

m1= (dMJdz)MVo .
1758
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or
m'=R(- 0)mR(0),

(14)

where
m' = lim

ZAZ

I

(15)

3
&R(0),
M'an = Rd(- )Mz,

(16)

a nd3

in the S1S2 S3 space is the Poincar6 sphere (PS).

elsewhere.

(13)

AZ

0

(11 )

(12)

I

o

0

0

0

cos20

sin20

0

- sin20

cos20

0

o

0

1/

R(O)=0
0

(17)

m' of Eq. (15) represents the differential matrix of the
medium in a new coordinate system x'y'z which is rotated with respect to the old coordinate system xyz by
the angle 0 around the z axis. Notice that the transformation of the differential matrix m, from m to m', due
to a coordinate rotation obeys the same law, Eq. (14),
as that which governs the transformation of the Mueller
matrix,

6

Eq. (16).

B. The differential

matrix m for different

nondepolarizing anisotropic media
We now determine the differential matrix m for different nondepolarizing optically anisotropic (and isotropic) media. Specifically, we consider the eight basic
types of optical behavior into which an arbitrary optical
behavior can be resolved, according to the lamellar representation suggested by Jones.' The eight optical properties are (1, 2) isotropic refraction and absorption,
(3, 4) linear birefringence and linear dichroism along the
xy coordinate axes, (5, 6) linear birefringence and linear dichroism along the bisectors of the xy coordinate
axes, and (7, 8) circular birefringence and circular dichroism.
Equation (4) easily provides the differential matrix m
from the Mueller matrix of a thin slab of the given medium. As an example, consider the case of a linearly
birefringent medium with principal (fast and slow) axes
aligned with the x and y axes of the reference coordinate
system. The Mueller matrix of a slab of arbitrary
thickness z is given by3
R. M. A. Azzam
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TABLE I.

The differential

4X 4 matrix m and Jones 2x 2 ma-

where

trix N for eight basic types of optical behavior.a
Optical property
1.

m

refraction

0 0 0

(0

0 0 0

0)

0 0 0

0/

(

Isotropic

absorption

a

00\

/1

(1 o)

° °a u

0

0

1

0

0

10

0

1

q~z

0

0

- 77AZ

M" 2 =

00 000\

3. Linear birefringence
along the xy co-

ordinate axes
0 O

0

O O -Q

4. Linear dichroism

n (i
O)
2 0 -i

j

A 0 0

(0

coordinate axes

5. Linear birefringence

0

along the bisectors
of the xy coordinate

0

axes

0
- v

6. Linear dichroism

/
9 1

01
0)

axes

0 0

1 /

0o

0

0

0

t

(o
0

(21)
0

0

77

The same result could also have been obtained easily by
substituting

00

Eq. (18) into Eq. (12) noting that M,-' and

dM,/dz are readily determined from M, in this case. 7

o i)

.(

00)
Oi)
00/

We applied the same procedure as discussed above for
linear birefringence along the coordinate axes to determine m for nondepolarizing media that exhibit the seven
other fundamental optical properties listed earlier. The
results are summarized in Table I, which also lists the
corresponding 2x2 complex differential Jones matrices,
for reference and comparison.

2 (1 0)

0 0

0
0

O0)

2 0 -1

0

along the bisectors
of the xy coordinate

(20)

O

0 0 0 0
0 0 0

O\

Direct substitution of Eq. (20) into Eq. (4) yields the following differential matrix for the linearly birefringent
medium:

A 0 0

along the xy

(19)

An is the birefringence of the medium (i. e., the difference between the principal x and y refractive indices)
and A is the wavelength of light. For a thin slab of incremental thickness Az, the Mueller matrix MA. is obtained by expanding the cosine and sine functions in Eq.
(18) into their power series and retaining only the firstorder terms in Az; this gives

0 0 0

Isotropic

2.

77= 47rAn/X .
N

0

0

0 0

7. Circular birefrin-

2(1

0

gence

°

It is interesting to note that the differential matrix m
for an optically isotropic transparent medium is the null
matrix. This is expected because the information on the
absolute phase of the wave (the only wave property that
would change in an isotropic transparent medium) is
suppressed in the definition of the Stokes parameters.
This makes the Mueller matrix of a slab of any thickness of such a medium equal to the identity matrix and

i

Eqs.

0

-se
0

2C0

D
0

A)
000

0
0
0
0

8. Circular dichroism

0
00
0
0
0

6(

arhe notation used in this table is different from that of Jones
in Ref. 1.

P, a equal double the propagation

constant and

double the amplitude extinction coefficient, respectively, of
the isotropic

medium.

1, 13represent,

respectively,

the

difference between the principal propagation constants and
absorption coefficients for the x and y linear eigenpolarizations with similar

MZ=I

1759

meanings for v, -y, and A, 6.

/1

0

0

0

10

1

0

0

0

cos'qz

sin?7z

0

- siniJz

cosz/

0
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(18)

(4) and (12) both yield m = 0. It follows that, in

the present 4X4 matrix formulation, an arbitrary anisotropy (without depolarization) is actually resolvable into
seven (instead of eight) basic properties if the same
lamellar representation as that suggested by Jones' is
used.
C. General relationship between the differential 4 X 4
matrix m and Jones differential

2 X 2 matrix N

We now determine the general relationship between the
(intensive) differential 4x4 real matrix m and Jones differential 2x2 complex matrix N. We make use of the
already established relationship between the (extensive)
Mueller and Jones matrices. Specifically, if the Jones
matrix of an arbitrarily thick slab of the medium is denoted by
R. M. A. Azzam
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(J

J

the corresponding Mueller matrix of the same slab is

J3'

4

given by3

(22)

J 4 J2

(E1 +E2 +E3 +E4)/2

(E 1 -E 2 -E 3 +E4 )/2

F1 3 + F 42

- D13

(E1 +E2 -E 3 -E4)/2

F1 3 -F4 2

-D 13 + D42

F14 + F3 2

F1 4 - F32

F1 2 + F34

- D12+ D34

D1 4 + D32

D14-D32

D12 +D34

F1 2 -FF3

M= (E1-E 2 +E3 -E4 )/2

-D42

(23)

/

where
Ej = Iji I 2 ,

Fik =Re (Ji Jk*),

Dike=Im (J* Je) ,

i, k =1, ... , 4 .

(24)

I

The Jones matrix Jof a thin slab of incremental thickness Az of a medium with a differential matrix N is given by

J=I+NAz,

(25)

from the definition of N, 1 where I is the 2X2 identity

matrix.

Equation (31) shows that the elements of m are simply
the real and imaginary parts (indicated by the superscripts r and i, respectively) of the sum of and difference of the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of N.
Furthermore, if m is partitioned into four 2X2 subma-

trices,

If we substitute
(32)

N=

7n3\

1

\4

k=1,... ,4

fl=fl,+t
nk
= + ink2'

(26)

n21

1 +nj'z
n4 .z

of m are determined only by the off-diagonal elements

n3AZ/

n3 and n4 of N.

1 + n2A

To obtain the Mueller matrix of the same thin slab, we
apply to the Jones matrix of Eq. (27) the transformation
specified by Eqs. (22)-(24); this yields a matrix that

n2

can be put in the form

(28)

to first order in ASz,where I is the 4X4 identity matrix
(
_

+

nd - nd2

3 + n'

nrl - d 2
|nlnr - nr
l2

ni +n42

nd3
?- nr4

- n3
i -n4
- i

3

-n3 +n'

n' + nr2

n, - n2'

r

4

- n3 +ni

n3 +n 4

- nl + n2

-n

nl +2

I

.(29)

diagonal (f) elements of the N matrix
f+=n3 +n4 ,

f-=n 3 -n 4 ,

we can readily rewrite
dr+

dr
\ fi

1760

8)

The reader can easily verify that the m and N matrices of the eight types of optical behavior listed in Table I do indeed satisfy the general relationship between
According to Jones lamellar representation, 1 a thin
slab of a given medium is equivalent to a stack of eight
subslabs all of equal thickness (8th of that of the origi-

Eq. (29) as

-r.\

dr+ f r

f

one and only one of the

eight fundamental properties listed in Table I. Furthermore, the N matrix of the medium of the thin slab is the
sum of the N matrices of the media of the subslabs.
The same lamellar representation is valid in the present formulation. Consequently, the most general in matrix of a nondepolarizing medium can also be obtained
by adding the m matrices that correspond to the different optical properties listed in Table I9:

(30)

dr fr

(26) and (29).

nal slab) and each possessing

1

ferential Jones matrix is N of Eq. (26). If we construct
the sum (+) and difference (-) of the diagonal (d) and off-

d-=n1 -n 2 ,

appear.

m and N of Eqs.

+nj

m of Eq. (29) is the desired differential 4x4 matrix of
the anisotropic nondepolarizing medium whose 2x2 dif-

d+=nl+n2 ,

Equation (31) also shows that the differential matrix
m of any anisotropic nondepolarizing medium is determined by seven independent parameters only, namely
the real and imaginary parts of d-, f+, and f, and the

real part of d+. (The imaginary part of d+,d+, does not

M=I+MAz ,
and

M2)

we find that the diagonal submatrices M, and M2 of m are
determined only by the diagonal elements n, and n2 of N
and, likewise, the off-diagonal submatrices M3 and M4

into Eq. (25) we obtain

J

4

a

1

0

a

m=

I

Av

-M
Y

-V

a
-

(33)

7
a

(31)

-fr

dr

di

fi

-d'i

dr
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It is significant to observe that the fundamental optical
properties

given in Table I contribute to m elements
R. M. A. Azzam

in
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mutually exclusive matrix positions. Specifically, we
note that (1) elements along the leading diagonal which
are all equal (m,= c=,k = 1, . .. , 4) represent isotropic
absorption, (2) elements along the secondary diagonal
represent

birefringence (m 23 = - M 3 2 = ,u) and
circular dichroism (m 14 = m4 1 = 6), and (3) the remaining

Mueller matrix of a slab of thickness z in terms of the
differential matrix m as follows:
M= exp(mz)

=I+mz+m 2 (z2 /2!)+iM3(z3 /3!)+.. ..

circular

elements in the first row and first column represent
linear dichroism along the coordina~teaxes (m 12 = M21
j) and linear dichroism along the ,bisectors of the coordinate axes (m13 = M3 1 = y), whereas those in the fourth
=

row and fourth column represent linear birefringence
along the coordinate

axes

(M 3 4 = -

M43 = 71)and

where I is the 4x4 identity matrix as before and the condition M(z = 0) = I has been used. Therefore to determine
M we need to determine

m = TmT-1

(m2 4 = - m 4 2 = V)-

Also note that the most general m matrix can be written as the sum of two matrices, a symmetric matrix mi
which represents the isotropic and anisotropic absorption properties of the medium and a skew-symmetric
matrix mi, which represents the anisotropic refraction
properties of the same medium:
(34)

where

mD =

0

0

01
O/

0

O

0

O

(0

V2

0

°

0

0

V3

0

0O

0

0

V4/

- 1
-

D. The differential
medium

(40)

and det indicates "the determinant of" and I is the unit
matrix. The transformation matrix T can be partitioned
into columns
T = [S1 S2 S3 S4 ],

0

(41)

where Si(i= 1, . . ., 4) are the eigenvectors of m associ-

0

0

0

ated with the eigenvalues

O

tained by solving, for each eigenvalue, the set of four
homogeneous linear algebraic equations equivalent to
the matrix eigenvalue equation

(36)

v

v

vi (i = 1, .. . , 4).

Si are ob-

mSi =visi matrix m for a depolarizing

We have already seen in Sec. IIIC that the most general matrix m of a nondepolarizing medium has seven
independent real parameters at most and that the elements along the main diagonal are equal, while each pair
of off-diagonal elements symmetrically located with respect to the main diagonal are equal or differ only in
sign. Inthe presence of depolarization, we may have
more than seven independent elements in the matrix m and
the foregoing symmetry properties are broken. The number of independent elements (up to sixteen) and the nature of the m matrix will depend on the physical mechanisms that cause depolarization. The determination of the
m matrices that represent media with depolarization is
an important separate problem that we will not discuss
here. A simple example will, however, be considered

(42)

The advantage of writing m in the form of Eq. (38) is
that the nth power of m is then given by
Mn = Tm T_',

(43)

as can be readily verified. Raising the diagonal matrix
MD to the nth power is simply achieved by raising each
and all of its diagonal elements to the same power. If
we substitute Eq. (43) into Eq. (37), we obtain
2
M=T[I+ MDz+m2D(z
/2!)+.t

(45)

where
MD = exp(mDz) = I + MDZ+ MDn(z/2! ) +*

integrated

to give the
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.

(46)

Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (46), we obtain 10
eole

MD =

For a homogeneous medium m is constant independent
of z and Eq. (11) can be readily

(44)

M=TMDT- 1 ,

0

0

0

ev2

0

0

0

0

ev3z

0

0

0

0

ev4 z

2
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(39)

are the eigenvalues of m which, in turn, are the roots
of the characteristic equation

0
0

\0

(35)

oa

0

°

V1

det(m - vI) =0,
'3

MSS=

(38)

where T is the matrix that transforms m into the diagonal form MD according to Eq. (38). The diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix

a
Ms =

the powers of m and use the ex-

ponential series of Eq. (37). To find the powers of m,
we write

linear

birefringence along the bisectors of the coordinate axes

i=m=ms +ms

(37)

Finally,

from Eqs.

(47)

(41), (45), and (47), we can explicitR. M. A. Azzam
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ly construct the Mueller matrix M in terms of the eigenvectors

and eigenvalues

(Si, vi), i = 1, .

zation vector s [Eqs. (6)], we find that s generates a
right circular cone in s space with its axis coinciding
with the s3 coordinate axis.

, 4, of the

..

differential matrix m as follows:
evlz

0

10
M = [SI S2 S3 S4 ]

0

0

eV2Z

0

0

0

ev3Z

0

0

0

ev4z

2
O

A. Application to nondepolarizing
1
L± 1 SO
-J SA
r s. q-

The m matrix of a nondepolarizing medium with arbitrary absorptive anisotropy is given by Eq. (35). To
solve the eigenvalue equation for this matrix we substitute Eq. (35) into Eq. (40); this gives the following quar-

(48)

It should be pointed out that the foregoing general approach need not be applied when the matrix m is simple
with most of its elements equal to zero. This is the
case when the medium exhibits any one of the optical
properties listed in Table I. Take for example the case
of circular birefringence. The m matrix that corresponds to this optical property reduces Eq. (3) to the
following simple set of differential equations for the
Stokes parameters:

dSo/dz

= dS3 /dz

=0, dS/dz

tic characteristic equation:
(a - V)2 [(a

to yield

W = W 0 exp(-

ipuz), where

W0 is the value of W at z = 0.

T

V)2 - T2]= 0,

(49)

=2+2+62

(50)

and T represents the net dichroism of the medium. The
roots of Eq. (49) are

= p.S2 , and

V1 = V2=

a,

If we substitute

V3 = C1+T,

V4 =CI-T

each of the eigenvalues

.

(51)

of Eq. (51) into

Eq. (42) and solve the resulting set of homogeneous linear algebraic equations, we obtain the orthonormal set
of eigenvectors that constitute the columns of the following matrix:

W= S1 + iS2 and

If we construct

-

where

dS2 /dz = - pS1. The first pair of equations yield a constant value for S0 and S3 upon integration, which indicates
the conservation of the total intensity and degree of circular polarization. The second pair is also readily integrable

media with.

arbitrary absorptive anisotropy

the polariI

0

T=

6/(6

2

0

0
+ ,2 )112

-

1

- 3/Tr

P/T'f2

+ 62)/ 2/T
2

1

2 112

(52)

- y/T(v +6 )

-l(62 +,t,2)1/2

P6/T(v 2 + 62)1/2

-6/1rV

6/Tv

l

The orthonormality of a set of vectors Si(i = 1, ... , 4)
means that
SSi = 1,
SSj = 0,
i, j= 1, ... , 4
(53)
where st is the transpose of S. The orthogonality of the
eigenvectors of m of Eq. (35) is a direct consequence of
the fact that this matrix is real symmetric. 11 It is im-

ble eigenpolarizations of the medium whose associated
eigenvalues,

Z=

transpose, T-1 =Tt. Substituting T and T-1 and the eigen-.
values of Eq. (51) into Eq. (48), we obtain

Such states are clearly the two possi-

coshTz

9InsinhTz

ynsinhTz

| sinhTz

1 + g (coshTz -1)

93,yn(coshTZ
- 1)

y sinhTz
n sinhTZ

g3ynv(coshTz- 1)

1 +,4(coshTZ-

ln3n(coshTz - 1)

y,6,(coshTZ

where
n l=i3/T
,
y, =v/-Tr,

6, = 6/T;

en +) + 6°2= 1 .

z, are eV3Zand eV4x.

The transformation matrix T, Eq. (52), with orthonormal column vectors is unitary and its inverse is its

portant to note that only two of the eigenvectors of m
(hence of M), namely S3 and S4, represent physical po-

larization states.

for a slab of thickness

The other two eigenvectors have a mathematical, rather
than a physical, reality only. 12

6° sinhr

\

93,6,(coshTz- 1)

1)

yo6n(coshT z- 1)

- 1)

1 + 6'(coshTZz- 1)

(54)

where S(d) and S(z +d) are the Stokes vectors of the light
beam at two transverse planes a distance z apart.

(55)

M. of Eq. (54) is the Mueller matrix of a slab of thickness z of the medium with arbitrary absorptive anisotropy. In terms of Mg, the general solution of Eq. (3) is
S(z +d) =M, S(d),
1762
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As a simple example, consider the propagation of initially unpolarized light through the medium with arbitrary
dichroism. Premultiplying the Stokes vector S, = (1, 0,
0, 0) by the matrix of Eq. (54), we obtain
R. M. A. Azzam
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/ coshTZ
,3nsinhTZ
(56)

onsinhTz

SWz)= ec'

(61)

6n sinhTz

)AC

The total intensity varies with distance according to
ea coshTz, while the polarization vector s is given by
s = (3n,y,,

6) tanhTz

(57)

,

13

which is fixed in direction but whose length, the degree of polarization, increases as a hyperbolic-tangent
function of the distance traveled. Figure 3 shows the
radial trajectory of the point that represents the state of
polarization in s space, and also the hyperbolic-tangent
growth of the degree of polarization. The propagation
of light with an initial polarization other than the unpolarized state can be examined in exactly the same fash-

which represents infinitely many partially polarized
states corresponding to the different values of the arbitrary constant c. 14 This infinity of eigenvectors, however, can be generated by the linear superposition of two
linearly independent Stokes eigenvectors representing
a pair of totally polarized orthogonal states:

/ 1\

1
717
S, =

-

- A7n
S2 =

Vn

ion.

iAn

1n 7/w ,

In this case the m matrix is skew symmetric and is
given by Eq. (36). The characteristic equation, Eq.
(40), for this matrix is
V2 [V2 + C02]= 0

(5

2

2
2
+V-4-?17

An = M/69;

V4=-iW .

Only the first pair of eigenvalues,

(60)

+ Vn+ A(n= 1 (63)

V3 = iW,

V4

mathematically significant) complex-conjugate eigen2

:

(519)

V3=iW,

2

=- iw, into Eq. (42), we get the following pair of (only

/

0

and w represents the net birefringence of the medium.
The roots of Eq. (58) are
v 1 =v2 =0 ,

Vn = v/w,

Substituting the other pair of eigenvalues,
vectors1

where
2

- An

where

B. Application to nondepolariziin media with
arbitrary refractive (dispersive) amisotropy

co

(62a)

Vn

C
S3=

2- 1

)n

2

- ?7nVn i

(62b)

/17nun + i A,

Atn?7n ion

v1 = V2= 0, are physi-

10

\

n?7n+ ion

cal. If we substitute this doubly degenerate eig!nvalue
in Eq. (42), the most general solution for the Stokes

The transformation matrix T that diagonalizes m, Eq.

eigenvector

(38), is constructed

S is found to be

/

from S1, S2, S 3, and S 4 as columns:

1

1

F

lSI

2-

2- 1

- i7n
T=

0

0

1

Vn -'InVn- i/n
\'En

-

jin

An77n
- iVn

UnL?7n
+ ivn
(64)

b

Inverting this matrix, we get

(a)
FIG. 3.

(b)

(a) The propagation of initially unpolarized

light

through a nondepolarizing medium with arbitrary absorptive
anisotropy is represented by the radial (linear) trajectory C.
I and F represent

the initial and final unpolarized

and totally

polarized states, respectively. F corresponds to the low-absorption eigenpolarization of the medium and is asymptotically
approached as the distance of propagation z is increased. (b)
The degree of polarization

I s I of initially unpolarized

light

grows as a hyperbolic-tangent function of the distance z
traveled by such light in a nondepolarizing medium with arbitrary absorptive anisotropy.
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2

1

77n

1

- 77n

0

- 1

0

-1

- n

An
- An

Vn

?7nln+ i+n

- 1nVn+ion

~

n+V
n
I2+

2

\

/

p,+n
A2

|

(65)

V2

Finally, to find the Mueller matrix of M, of a slab of the
medium of thickness z, we substitute Eqs. (60), (64),
and (65) into Eq. (48) and carry out the matrix multiplications; this yields
R. M. A. Azzam
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I
0

Ml =\o

0

o

COS +
12 (1 _COSWZ)
coswz
+ ?In~1-csz

O

An sinwz -

-n sinwz - vn (i- coswz)
0

-

o

vn1n(1- coswz)

vn sinwz + gni7,(l - coswz)

coswnz+ v2(1 ?

sinwz -

vnsinwz + An?7n(l

-

cos2z)

)

. (66)

"ensinwz- gnvn(l- coswz

owz)

coswz

1nvn(1-coswz)

+ pu(1 - cosWz)

I

Notice that M, of Eq. (66) preserves the total intensity
(the Stokes parameter

SO)of the beam, as is expected in

a transparent medium. On the other hand, the three
remaining Stokes parameters SX,S2, and S3 are transformed among themselves in the course of propagation
according to the 3 x 3 matrix obtained from M, by deleting the first row and first column.

given by Eq. (34) as the sum of a symmetric (absorptive)
and skew-symmetric (refractive) components. The
eigenvalues in this case are the roots of the following
quartic equation:
(at

4
_ V) + (a -

+ 2[9,yvn -

As an example, consider the propagation of initially
right circularly polarized light through the medium with
arbitrary refractive anisotropy. Premultiplying the
Stokes vector for such light, Sr.=(1, 0, 0, 1), by the matrix of Eq. (66), we obtain

S0=l ,

v)2 [(ji 2 + V2 + 7i7)
- (2 +

+ 6N)]

6 g71+ y6o v] = 0 .

(69)

The same steps as have been applied to media with either
birefringence or dichroism alone can be used in the
present general case. However, finding and inverting
the matrix of eigenvectors T, and substituting the results in Eq. (48) to get M, involve lengthy and tedious
algebra and will be left out.

A?=7in(1- coswz) + vn sinwz,

S2=-

tvn(i-

(67)

coswz) +nn s inwz,

S3= /ln(l- coswz) + cosWz .

The reader can easily verify that the Stokes parameters
of Eqs.

(67) satisfy

the relationship

S1 + S2 + S3 =

Sg= 1,

indicating the preservation of the degree of polarization,
as is expected when light propagates through a nondepolarizing medium. Furthermore, by elimination of z
from Eqs. (67), we find that
,S1 - VnS2 + AnS3

(68)

P',
n

which is the equation of a plane perpendicular to the unit
vector (n7, - Vn, Aid)and which passes through the point
(S1, S2 , S 3) = (0, 0, 1).

The locus of the state of polariza-

tion, as is completely described by the vector s of Eq.
(6b), is the circle of intersection of the plane of Eq. (68)
with the Poincar6 sphere. 15 The center point of the
spherical cab bounded by this circular trajectory represents one of the two eigenpolarizations of the medium
(Fig. 4). The reader can further verify that the terminus of s periodically describes the circular trajectory
at a uniform rate, as the beam progresses through the
medium.
C. Media with combined and arbitrary
birefrin-ence and dichroism

The m matrix of the general nondepolarizing medium
with combined arbitrary birefringence and dichroism is
FIG. 4.

The propagation

of

initially right circularly polarized

E
PS

s I CA

light (I) through a non-

depolarizing medium with arbitrary refractive anisotropy
is represented by the circle
C on the Poincare sphere (PS)
The center point E of the
spherical cap bounded by C
represents one of the two orthogonal eigenpolarizations
of

the medium.
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V. PROPAGATION OF LIGHT IN INHOMOGENEOUS
NONDEPOLARIZING ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

For a medium which is inhomogeneous along the direction of propagation the matrix m becomes a function
of z. Analytical solutions for the Stokes-vector differential equation, Eq. (3), become feasible only in a few
special cases. However, a general procedure that can
be applied in this general case involves the division of
the medium into a stack of slabs such that m can be con-

sidered sufficiently constant within each slab. This
permits the application of the results of Sec. IV to each
slab separately, leading to the determination of its
Mueller matrix. Multiplying, in proper order, the
Mueller matrices of all the slabs accomodated within a
given thickness gives the Mueller matrix of the total slab
of that thickness.
We consider here the problem of propagation of partially polarized light along the helical axis of a cholesteric or twisted-nematic liquid crystal. The large number of earlier treatments1 8 of this classic problem have
been concerned with the propagation of totally polarized
light only.

17

We assume the helically twisted birefringence model.
We take the principal axes of the first molecular plane
(where the light impinges on the crystal) to be aligned
with the x and y axes of an xyz reference

Cartesian

co-

ordinate system whose z axis is the helical axis of the
structure and also the direction of propagation. The m
matrix of the liquid crystal at a distance z is given by
m = R(- pz)mOR(pz),

(70a)

p= 27T/p,

(70b)

where mo is the m matrix of the crystal

at z = 0 and p is

the pitch of the helical structure. mo is the same as the
matrix that represents linear birefringence along the coordinate axes listed in Table I, and R is given by Eq.
(17). Substitution of these matrices into Eq. (70) gives
R. M. A. Azzam
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o

0

o

0

71sin2pz

o

0

77cos2pz

- 77sin2pz

- 77cos2pz

0

0

m=

\0

means that the amplitude coefficients in this series must

0

0

c5 are equal to zero.
To obtain the three remaining arbitrary constants cl,

0

(71)

where 7qX/4fr is the birefringence of the liquid cryst, al,1,
Eq. (19). If we substitute

C2 sinc

(72a)

dS/dz = (i7sin2pz)S3 ,

(72b)

dS2/dz = (i1cos2pz)S3,

(72c)
+ (- 77cos2pz)5 2 *

(72d)

Equation (72a) is readily integrated to give S.= constant, meaning that the total intensity is conserved, as
would be expected in a transparent medium. Differentiating Eq. (72d) once and making use of Eqs. (72b) and
(72c) we obtain

(d 2 SldZ 2 ) +72S3 =2 rnp(S, cos2pz + S2sin2pz)
Eliminating

Si between Eqs.

(73)

.

(72d) and (73), we get

- S, = (sin2pz/77) (dS3 /dz) + (cos2pz/277p) (d 2 SIdz

2

)
(74)

Eq. (74) once and substitute

dSi/

dz from Eq. (72b); this give a third-order linear differential equation with constant coefficients in S3 only:
(dS /dz3 )

2

+ (72 + 4p

(- 277p/

2

)Sjo,

(79a)

2

(79b)

= (772/t2)S30 + (277p/g )S1 o,

3

C2 cosc

0 +

3

(79c)

= (- 77/)S20 -

The final solution for the Stokes vector of light propagating along the helical axis of the cholesteric liquid crystal can be put in the form of Eq. (8), where M, is the
Mueller matrix of a slab of thickness z (a typical sandwich structure) whose elements are explicitly given by
M

M 12 = M13 = M4= M 21 = M3= M 41 = 0;

1,

(cos2pz cos(2p+g)z cos(2p- O)z\ ,(80)
2

(2I/2)

2p-t

p+~

M22 =

/

M23= (772/2
t) sin(2p + 0)z - sin(2p - g)z
M
=77/
( 2p+~
2p-~
/
2
M2 4 = (-71/2 t2)

+ (77cos2pz/2p)S3 .
Next, we differentiate

c, = (4p 2 / 2 )s3

di.ffer-

dS0 /dz = 0,

'1 sin2pz)5 1

c2, and C3, we use the initial condition that at z = 0 the
S1 , S2, and S3 are equal to their iniStokes parameters
tial values S10, Sin, and S30, respectively.
This gives

m of Eq. (71) into Eq. (3 ), we

obtain the following set of four linear first-order
ential equations in the Stokes parameters:

dS3 /dz = (-

from which we have found that c4 and

vanish identically,

) (dS3/dz) =0 .

2 cos(2p+)z

(4
co
xpcospz+

2

(772/2

2p-

)

+ sin(2p + C)z+ sin(2p - 0)z

M = (p7f2/2) (sin2pz
M33 =

+772cos(2p- g)z\

p+

) (cos(2p+ 9)z
2p+~

cos(2p2p

g)z\

/

(75)
M3 4 = (77/2g2) (4p sin2pz + 712sin(2p + t)z

2p+~

Equation (75) is readily integrable by standard techniques18 and its general solution is given by

2 sin(2p + 77
~

0z

S3 = cl + c2 sin(gz + CO I
(76)

g2 =772 +4p 2 ,

where cl, c2, and C3 are arbitrary constants of integration. If we substitute S3 of Eq. (76) into Eqs. (72b, c)

and integrate the resulting equations once, we get

+ [-

77C
2 /2 (2p +a)] sin[ (2p +t)z + c3 ],

(77)

+[77c2 /2(2p- A)]cos[(2p- g)z- C 3 ],

(78)

where c4 and c5 are additional arbitrary constants of integration. Equations (72b, c, d) should lead to three arbitrary constants at most, so that the five constants of
integration cl, . .. , c5 should be reducible to three only.
(76), (77), and (78) into Eq. (72d),

the result can be written as the sum of different Fourier
components of different frequencies equal to zero. This
1765

Equations

(- 77/c) sintz

(80) can be used to derive many of the specific
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VI. PROPAGATION OF LIGHT IN DEPOLARIZING
MEDIA
We have seen in Sec. III that the m matrix of a nonde-

+[- 77c
2 /2(2p+ t)] cos[(2p+ O)z + C3 ]

Eqs.

M44 = (4p +7?2 coS~z)/g

M43

2

C31

S2= c 5 + (77c
1 /2p) sin2pz

If we substitute

2

optical properties of the cholesteric liquid crystal previously deduced using other solution techniques, as the
reader can readily prove. 19

c/2p)
cos2pz
S, = c 4 + (- 7C
1

+[,qcp/2(2p- A)]sin[(2p - g)z -

2
M4 2 = (- 2p77/g ) (1 - cosgz),

polarizing medium has the following properties: (1) all
diagonal elements are equal, and (2) off-diagonal elements symmetrically located with respect to the main
diagonal are either equal or differ only in sign. These
symmetry properties of the m matrix lead to seven independent optical parameters that control the intensity
and the state of polarization of light propagating through
such a medium. Breaking any of these symmetry conditions produces a matrix m that must correspond to a depolarization phenomenon, or else a matrix that is entirely nonphysical. Furthermore, up to 16 independent
R. M. A. Azzam
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parameters
(the 16 elements of the 4x4 matrix m) may
be necessary to describe the evolution of the Stokes vec-

tor of light in the medium. It is outside the scope of
this paper to attempt to derive the m matrices that may
correspond to the many different possible physical processes that can cause depolarization. Instead, and for
the purpose of illustration, let us assume an m matrix
with all of its elements equal to zero except n4 4 :

-/a

0
m=

0

(0

0o

where a is a positive constant (i. e., the medium is
homogeneous). This matrix may represent a depolarization process because it breaks the rule of equality of
the diagonal elements which the matrix m of a nondepolarizing medium must satisfy.
It we substitute Eq. (81)
into Eq. (3), we obtain
dSo/dz = dS1 /dz =dS2 /dz =0

(82a)

dS 3 /dz =- 0S3 .

(82b)

Integrating

(82a), we readily find that So, S1, and

Eqs.

S2 are constant independent of z, indicating the conservation of the total intensity, the horizontal preference,
respectively.
and the +450 preference,
hand, the integral of Eq. (82b) yields
S3

On the other
(83)

= S30ef2 .

The exponential decay of S3 as a function of distance

along the direction of propagation indicates a depolarization mechanism that produces gradual equalization of the
proportions of the total intensity in the right and left
circularly polarized states. Thus incident light polarized in any initial state eventually becomes (partially)
linearly polarized after a sufficient distance of propagation. The trajectory of the point that represents the
state of polarization

in s space, Sec. II, is a vertical

line joining the point of initial polarization I and its projection F in the equatorial (sl, s2 )plane which represents
the final state of partial linear polarization (Fig. 5).

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have introduced a differential matrix calculus to
describe the continuous propagation of partially polarized light through linear anisotropic media that may exhibit depolarization. The calculus is the 4x4 analog, in
the Stokes vector-Mueller matrix formalism, of Jones
2 x 2 differential calculus suited for the case of propagation of totally polarized light in nondepolarizing anisotropic media.
Our real matrix calculus is distinct from the 4x4
complex matrix calculus of Berreman and others 20 which
also describes light propagation in stratified anisotropic
structures. The most fundamental difference is that the
wave vector in our calculus is the phenomenological
Stokes vector, whereas the wave vector in Berreman's
calculus consists of the transverse components of the
electric and magnetic field vectors. Another important
difference is that our calculus can handle depolarization
effects, whereas that of Berreman is not designed for
this purpose. For a nondepolarizing medium it should
be possible to relate our differential matrix m to Berreman's differential matrix A (hence, the matrix M of the
dielectric, permeability, and optical rotation tensors).
In this regard, it should be noted that, in the last of his
series of papers on his calculus, 21 Jones determined the
relationship between his differential matrix N and the
dielectric and gyration tensors of the medium. Because
m has been related to N (see Sec. II C), the determination of m in terms of the basic optical properties of the
medium (i. e., the dielectric and gyration tensors) is
automatically accomplished.
Finally,

although we have referred

to light waves in

particular throughout this paper, the results are obviously applicable to the propagation of other electromagnetic radiation through anisotropic media.

'R. C. Jones, "A New Calculus for the Treatment of Optical
Systems. VII, Properties of the N-Matrices," J. Opt. Soc.
Am. 38, 671-685 (1948).

2

An alternative related description is that based on the com-

um is determined, the evolution of the Stokes vector of

plex polarization variable x (equal to the ratio of the complex
amplitudes of two orthogonal components of E) which obeys
Riccati's differential equation. See R. M. A. Azzam and N.
M. Bashara, "Simplified Approach to the Propagation of

a light beam propagating

Polarized Light in Anisotropic Media-Application to Liquid

if the m matrix of a given depolarizing

Clearly,

medi-

in such a medium can be derived

using the same techniques as has been discussed for nondepolarizing

media (Secs. IV and V).

3

Ellipsonietry and Polarized Light (North-Holland, Amster4

S3

FIG. 5.

The propagation

of

light through a depolarizing

\S SI

medium with the differential
matrix given by Eq. (81) is
represented by a vertical
straight line (parallel to the
S3 axis) through the point I

which represents an arbitrary

F

S

2

initial state. The point F
which represents the final state

of partial linear polarization is
in the equatorial
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Crystals,"
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 62, 1252-1257 (1972).
See, for example, R. M. A. Azzam and N. M. Bashara,

(sIs 2 ) plane.
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dam, 1977).

For simplicity, we drop the argument or subscript z, which

indicates z dependence, from S and m. Equations (3) and (4)
are the 4x4-matrix
analogs of Eqs. (2. 10) and (2. 2), respectively, in Ref. 1.
5
R. M. A. Azzam, B. E. Merrill, and N. M. Bashara, "Tra-

jectories Describing the Evolution of Polarized Light in
Homogeneous Anisotropic Media and Liquid Crystals,"
Appl.
Opt. 12, 764-771 (1973); B. E. Merrill, R. M. A. Azzam,
and N. M. Bashara, "Numerical Solution for the Evolution
of the Ellipse of Polarization in Inhomogeneous Anisotropic
Media," J. Opt. Soc. Am. 64, 731-733 (1974).
(See the 2 x 2 Jones-matrix analogs of these equations in Ref. 1
[Eqs. (2. 6), (2. 7), (2. 17), and (2. 13)].
7
The inverse of M, is derived from M, by changing the sign of
R. M. A. Azzam
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7The results of previous treatments can be used to account for
the propagation of partially polarized light only by decomposing such light into its totally polarized and unpolarized components. The present development is direct in its handling of
partial polarization and, more importantly, is capable of
analyzing depolarization effects as may be caused, for example, by small random perturbations in the molecular ordering
of the liquid crystal.

z and the differentiation is elementary.
'd! represents the isotropic refractive properties of the medium.
9

1t can be easily verified that this matrix is the 4 x 4 equivalent
of the 2 x 2 Jones matrix N obtained by adding the eight differ-

ential Jones matrices listed in Table I, in accordance with the
transformation specified by Eqs. (26) and (29). This provides
a check on the latter transformation.
1°FromEqs. (45) and (47) itcanbe concluded thatforahomogeneous

medium (1) the eigenvectors ofthe intensive differential matrix m
and the extensive Mueller matrix M are the same, and (2) an eigenvalue vMof M is related to the corresponding eigenvalue vm of m
by vM=exp(vmz). In Ref. 1, Jones provides a different proof
of the similar relationships between the eigenvectors and

" 8See Ref. 11, Chap. 2.
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12

(McGraw-Hill,

amount (W). The Stokes parameter S3 has a constant (dc)
component and one spatial-frequency
component (t). If we de-

New York, 1966), p. 487.

rive the ellipticity and azimuth of the polarization ellipse of
the wave from the Stokes parameters, we will find that they
have the same behavior as a function of distance as has been

This is probably the first time that the Mueller-matrix eigen-

value problem has been considered

and the significance

of its

eigenvectors and eigenvalues examined.
With direction cosines (Ons,yns, V,)

t3

14 Because the degree of polarization

t6

pointed out in Ref. 2.
D. W. Berreman, "Optics in Stratified Anisotropic Media:
Formulation,"
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 62, 502-510
4x4-Matrix

20

cannot exceed one, c is

limited to the range - l/;w 'c 91/w. Values of c outside this
range yield nonphysical, but mathematically acceptable, eigenvectors.

t5

SI and S2 have three spatial-frequency

components: one at double the spatial frequency of the helical
structure (2p) and the other two [(2p+t) and (2p- t)] are upand down-shifted from this (center) frequency by the same

eigenvalues of his intensive and extensive 2x2 matrices.
"See, for example, C. R. Wylie, Jr., Advanced Engineering
Mathematics

It is interesting to note that, for any initial polarization, the

Stokes parameters

(1972) and references therein.

21

R. C. Jones, "New Calculus for the Treatment of Optical
Systems.
VIII. Electromagnetic
Theory," J. Opt. Soc. Am.
46, 126-131 (1956).

Notice that because So=1, Si =si (i -1, 2, 3).

See, for example, Ref. 2 and the references cited therein.
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The alternating frequency in flicker photometry is normally high enough to go beyond the critical
fusion frequency, thus avoiding the interference of color alternation. If, however, the alternating
frequency is purposefully lowered, we have new method, a modified direct heterochromatic matching
technique, which we have called successive brightness matching. A luminous efficiency function was
obtained with this method by an equal brightness criterion at the alternating frequency of 0.5 Hz.
The function showed a favorable agreement with the normal direct brightness matching, as we
expected. With a similar low frequency, 2 Hz, another luminous efficiency was obtained according
to the newly introduced criterion, the minimum-flicker perception, at the transition point of one light
to another. The function agreed perfectly with flicker photometry, implying that the criterion detected only the activation in the achromatic channel proposed in the opponent-colors theory. At
increasing the alternating frequency successive brightness matching converges to the normal flicker
photometry, which was confirmed by the change in luminous efficiency. The transient frequency was
about 4 or 6 Hz, which indicated the cutoff frequency of the chromatic channel of the visual system.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in the luminous efficiency function or the
human spectral sensitivity to brightness has recently been
revived,i- 4 probably due to two main reasons. One is simply
a need, particularly in industry, to have correct information

about the function. Current developments of various light
sources such as lasers and LED initiated a common use of

monochromatic light in laboratories and in every day life.
The brightness specification for these light sources critically
depends upon the shape of the luminous efficiencyfunction,
1767
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and it is quite natural to ask for the establishment of the
function to assure a good agreement with the subjective
brightness judged directly for these sources. Another reason
stems from the immense increase of knowledge about the
mechanisms of visual information.

Along with this increase,

a desire for clearer light on the mechanism of brightness
sensation has arisen. This is one of the fundamental properties of the visual system.
The present paper will offer some information about heterochromatic flicker photometry which is often used when
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